Three minutes that are worth it ...
As an all-embracing consultancy and professional education company it is our aim to
increase the efficiency of your company with all possible means. With the assistance of our
specialist which you can consult on a facultative basis we alter rigid structures that
decelerate your company’s success.
Skilled and well experienced personnel of timefox consultancy will support you - beginning
with the implementation of product-specific channels of distribution up to change
management.
In response to the results of the as-is-analysis, which is performed in the course of your
consultation, the necessary structural shifts can be put into action. In such a case the
department for further professional training performs necessary measures with the help of
our coaches, trainers, and mediators. As a basis we use our scientifically approved screening
method with which we assess the specific characteristics of your employees and executives.
This method enables us to compare present business opportunities and their requirements.
We will show how you can utilize your resources and potential prospects. timefox is able to
detect qualitative features as strategic and cooperative executive behavior, consensus
motivation, social appearance as well as 40 further characteristics of your employees.
With the help of that method timefox supports your employees from their point of education.
With our further education program we improve your employees’ performance sustainably.
Our coaching forms the basis for effective personality development.
Our consultancy services are based on the competence of 140 different consultants, trainers,
and coaches which stand out for their practical experience and moreover for their didactical
know-how. Furthermore, our range of services has grown in the meanwhile to an extent that
we can attract customers from all different kinds of businesses for the service “made by
timefox consultancy“. Please, visit our website! We offer a multitude of incentive events.
Make use of our offer to reward your members of staff in a different way. Especially our
incentive events will help you discover hidden facets of your co-workers, which can be
helpful and supportive for your company. This playful approach does not only work as an
instrument to encourage and to motivate your employees but also reveals their prospective
potential. Such an incentive event is only one example for the considerable amount of
opportunities, with which we successfully improve professional structures, explore new fields
of business, and with which we work solution oriented.
... let’s talk about it!

